'*(i2) spaces given in [3] and [4] are slightly modified here so that the numbers related e.g. to in the definitions and elsewhere should be replaced by numbers (m^-^Jp /p^. When referring to results of the preceding papers, we accept this modification.
2. The index i runs through 1,...,n everywhere unless stated otherwise. Let R be the set of real numbers and m i > 0, an integer, 1 4 p if q^ «= , p 1 > ... > p fl , q 1 > ... > q n , 0 4 ju^ < m^. In the following we shall use vector notations, i.e. x = (x^, .. .,x n ), p = (p^,...,p n ) etc. Let be an open, connected, bounded subset of the real Euclidean space R mi . Let d(.Q^) denote the diameter of and let ¿2 = = ft^ n = Pjf., ¡2 ± . Let Iix^, Qj) C R m i be the ball with centre at x^ e .ft^ and radius >0, 1» ¿(¿2.^) and let Sj^ = Qt) n i2±, S = l(x Q , q) nQ = P^ S^ We assume that the boundary d of has Lebesgue measure zero in R mi and that il^ satisfies the condition (4) (see [3] ). To simplify the notation, we shall write, for example: Let M p,a tó) denote the space of all functions f, locally integrable in £2 , for which there exists a positive constant M depending on f such that for every x Q , q with 6 S20 < ^ ^ 1, the following inequality holds
The space mP'*(¿2) is a Banach space under the norm
Definition. Let LP'^Cft) denote the space of all functions f, locally integrable in S2 , for which there exists a positive constant M depending on f such that for every x Q , q with x£ £ ¿2^, 0 < 4 1, the following inequality holds 
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We get the thesis also If the following conditions are satisfied a)
We can also assume that p^ = 1 c) = a\ = A1> Q and p^ = pf = pt > 1 and p^ = oo , and that in all above cases the following inequality holds
1-t Pi Pi that for every function f e M p<5 ' A ' ) (r2) the inequality (2) is satisfied. Then the thesis of the previous theorem holds for p,q,A satisfying (3) and (7) and for
The above theorems imply the following conclusion:
2
If A, = A, and if the remaining assumptions of the pre-12 vious theorems are satisfied in relations to p , p ,qjju then we have the thesis of Theorem I for 1_ JMb . _t_
We get this thesis also if a) holds or if
We can also suppose that p^ = 1. 
Proof. It is known that for p^ > 1 we can construct a sequence of functions {f^} t F(P) such that |f k (x)| ^ |f(x)| and lim || f -fj = 0, hence (12) 'holds. k-* CO H rs
Applying the inequality (11) to the function f -f k , we get (13). For the function feL p ' A (fl) the proof of Lemmas I and II is.similar. For an arbitrary complex number z we puts
In particular, we have ^(t) = ji^, ^(0) fi -165 -Proof of Theorem II. Let a? > 0, f6F(&). We get the inequality (6), applying Lemma IV with p^ satisfying (8), satisfying (9) and by setting k = (pj[ -p^/CpJ -t) . Also in this case the choice of k is related to the set of conditions for p^ and
In order to pass from functions ftP(i2) to arbitrary functions from we proceeds similarly as in Theorem 1. Finally, if =0, A^ > 0, then assuming we obtain the result, applying 1 i Theorem I and substituting: p^ and by eo and 0, changing q? to q?, JJ^ to /¿^ and t to 1-t.
